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How red is red?

Introduction

This toolkit provides
ideas about how to use
art works and galleries as
starting points for teaching
and learning with children
aged 3-7.
All the ideas come directly from the experiences of
teachers, artists and gallery educators involved in an
action research programme that took place between
2005 and 2009. Funded by engage and seven local
authorities, artists, galleries and early years settings
came together to explore how children could learn
through art in the context of the new Foundation
Phase curriculum in Wales. In each project an artist
worked with children at the gallery and back in
school. Artists, teachers and classroom assistants
together devised and led activities. Projects were
extensively documented and evaluated.
The action research showed that visiting galleries
and seeing art works first-hand can provide children
with inspirational starting points and references,
stimulating learning across the curriculum.
Case studies and further information about the
research findings can be found on the engage
website www.engage.org.

‘When we realised how many
areas of learning we were
covering, we realised that this
wasn’t an art day: this was a
Foundation Phase day.’
Reception teacher


engage, the National
Association for Gallery
Education, supports access
to and the enjoyment of the
visual arts through gallery
education.
engage works in four main areas:

in the visual arts

engage

• Professional Development for those working
in gallery education – conferences, seminars,
training programmes and peer support
• Advocacy – promoting the unique role of gallery
education to funders and decisionmakers and
influencing policy and practice
• Research – gallery education projects and
programmes
• Dissemination – sharing good practice through
a twice-yearly journal, publications, a website
and events
engage has 1100 members in the UK and
internationally. Members include artists,
teachers and gallery staff.
More information about engage and the
engage in the Foundation Phase action
research programme can be found at
www.engage.org

The Foundation Phase is the statutory curriculum
framework for 3 to 7 year-olds in Wales.

About

the Foundation Phase

The Foundation Phase was introduced to all 3 to 4
year-olds in September 2008 and then to older age
groups year on year, in order to be fully implemented
for 7 year-olds from September 2011. Guidance from
the Welsh Assembly Government1 describes how the
Foundation Phase framework encourages a flexible
approach to learning that meets the needs of all
children, whatever their pace and pattern of
development.
The Foundation Phase curriculum emphasises:
• That play should be the main vehicle for
children’s learning
• The importance of creating learning environments
that stimulate children’s development and natural
curiosity to explore and learn
• The centrality of children’s emotional development
and wellbeing
• The importance of providing a rich variety of media
and resources with which children can explore and
express themselves
• Respect for children’s individual ideas, interests
and forms of expression
• That learning should take place through a balance
of child-initiated and adult-led activities
• That learning should be holistic, rather than limited
to any one curriculum area
The seven Foundation Phase curriculum Areas
of Learning are:
• Creative development
• Personal and social development, wellbeing and
cultural diversity
• Language, literacy and communication skills
• Welsh language development
• Mathematical development
• Knowledge and understanding of the world
• Physical development

(2006) Welsh Assembly Government, Framework for
Children’s Learning for 3 to 7 year-olds in Wales.
1



Taking young children to a gallery may seem a
daunting prospect. However, the action research
showed just how valuable the experience can be.
Here are some ideas to help with planning a visit.

Visiting

galleries with young children

Selecting exhibitions
Children will find their own response to whatever they
see, so there’s no need to agonise about selecting just
the right exhibition to visit. Your role as adult is to support
and extend children’s instinctive responses, so you don’t
need to be an expert about the works on show.
When to visit
It’s easy to assume that a gallery visit is best at the
beginning of a project. However it’s often valuable for
children to make their own creative work first. This way
they will see connections with their own work and feel
less pressure to emulate what artists have done.
During one project, children experimented with mixing
sand into paint. This was a technique used by the artist
whose paintings they were to see. As a result, children
found an immediate connection with the paintings and
had good ideas about how he had made his work. In
another project, children made tracks with paint and in
flour paste before seeing paintings depicting tracks
and trails.

‘The art gallery is a fantastic
provocation.’
Nursery teacher

Repeat visits
Where the gallery is close by, consider a
repeat visit. When children return to see
the same exhibition after making their
own work you’ll see changes in their
vocabulary and confidence.
Making the most of gallery visits
Plan your visit to allow children to explore
at their own pace. Have plenty of short,
varied activities at the ready. These could
include for example:
• Choosing and talking about favourite
art works
• Challenges – ‘can you find something
red/ tiny/ huge?’ etc
• Photographing chosen art works
• Using physical movement to explore
the architectural space
• Looking at the building from the
outside and from the inside
• Practical art activities

Making art in the gallery space
With art on display and plenty of
space, galleries can be great places
for children to make art. Most galleries
will support this. Simply provide
resources and allow children to
develop their own ideas and
connections with the art they see.
Activities could include:
• Drawing and sketching – for
example using large sheets of
paper on the floor
• Tearing and cutting paper to
make shapes
• Temporary collages with clean
objects and materials such as
ribbons, wool, stones, shells or
tissue paper



Linking art with real experiences
Think about ways you can bring art
works alive by making links to children’s
real-life experiences.
During one project, the children visited
the beach. At the gallery they were
excited to see a painting of the very
beach they’d visited.
Reminding children of their visit
It’s always valuable to provide ways that
children can reflect on their visit. Display
photographs of children on their visit or
mount them in a book or folder. Buy
postcards of art works and laminate
them. Have these accessible for children
when doing creative work. Galleries will
also often be willing to provide jpeg
images to show on screen.

The desire to touch
A challenge for many galleries is that
young children will instinctively want to
touch the art works they see. Consider
having some relevant objects to hand
that can be handled. You can then
discuss with children why some objects
are more precious than others and can’t
be touched.

learning spaces

Creative

Creating the right spaces for creative work is a
fundamental aspect of the Foundation Phase
approach. Although primarily geared towards
work in classrooms, this section provides food
for thought for galleries too.
Creative learning environments
Early years classrooms should have a ‘continuous
provision’ of materials and equipment for creative
development. Whether you have plenty of space and
a smart storage system or a trolley with ice cream tubs
on, spaces should enable independent access to
materials and equipment and the scope for children to
find and continue with their own work. Reproductions of
art works or photographs of children at the gallery could
also be provided. Following a gallery visit, these areas
might include the ‘enhanced provision’ of more special,
new or unusual materials inspired by the art works.



Enhanced resources
Introducing new and exciting resources,
materials and equipment is important in
extending children’s creative
development. Enhancing the continuous
provision doesn’t have to be expensive.
Ask parents and friends to collect scrap
materials. Find out about your local scrap
resource bank. Make friends with local
businesses who are throwing away
materials that might be useful to you.
A bag of wool or ribbons can be used for
‘drawing’. Leftovers of cut paper from a
previous activity might be collected to
make compositions. Everyday objects
from around the classroom can be used
to make patterns. Think too about
sparkly things, see-through things and
unusual colours.
Enhancing provision can also mean
limiting choices.
In one project children were only given
white materials to work with. These were
diverse in shape and texture and shade.
This helped children think about subtle
differences in colours.
Look for opportunities for children to
use ‘real’ equipment and materials.
During one gallery children worked with
a printmaker and were able to make
prints using real screen-printing
equipment.

Using the school environment
creatively
Think creatively about how other
school spaces might be used for
creative work. Working outdoors
enables children not worry about
mess, to work on a larger scale and
to make connections with the natural
world. Think about creative activities
that build on children’s enjoyment of
finding and collecting natural objects.
School halls were often used to
create large art works, even if these
were temporary art works that were
photographed and then cleared
away. Outdoor walls were used
to mount large paper for drawing
on, and playground spaces were
used for large-scale painting,
construction and messy work.
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across the curriculum

Art

Focus on process rather than end product
Allow children to work to their own conclusions, rather
than to a pre-determined end product. Look upon
‘outcomes’ as what children gain from the process of
exploring and making, not what they finally produce.
Value children’s ideas and explorations
Respect children’s journeys and the individual
discoveries they make. Encourage these, even
where they might seem unconventional through
an adult’s eyes.

Art for creative development

During one project a child joined a set of toy car
wheels to a lump of clay, discovering how to
connect materials and learning about balance.
Motivating different learners
Acknowledge that children respond to different kinds
of activity and cater for different creative needs. Some
children will respond to messy, tactile experiences
while others will prefer being neat and clean. Get to
know your children’s needs and think about
challenging, as well as catering for, their preferences.
Enticing children in
Think about how to entice, rather than direct children
to take part in creative activities. Sometimes simply
sitting and doing something creative yourself as
artist or teacher will build interest. There’s no harm
in suggesting children try something new. However,
make it clear they don’t have to stay if they don’t
want to.
In several projects, if they were given a
completely free choice, the boys frequently
chose not to take part. However, if they were all
asked to take part at the beginning but then given
the option of leaving when they wanted to, it was
often the boys who got most enthusiastically
involved and stayed the longest.

Balancing child-initiated and
adult-led activities
Effective learning takes place where
children have a choice and are able to
join and leave activities as they wish.
However, it’s also important to introduce
children to new materials and processes
through structured adult-led activities.
Where possible, these activities can be
added to your continuous provision so
that children can continue to explore and
use these new skills.
Making a mess
Where possible, allow children to
explore activities to the point of being
‘messy’ or ‘destructive’. Afterwards,
you can talk to them about when they
think they might like to have stopped,
as this will help them start to make their
own judgments. Photographing this
process is a big help.
During one project a large, delicate
charcoal drawing ended up becoming
completely covered in black. While the
adults were disappointed that the
children’s beautiful drawings had
disappeared, the children were excited
about having made the paper all black.

Large and small
Think about activities that will allow
children to experience working on both
a very large and a very tiny scale.
In one project children were encouraged
to use tiny brushes and make the
smallest marks they could. In another,
children used paintbrushes attached to
sticks to make very big marks.
Ephemeral art works
Children’s art works don’t have to be
fixed. Think about the value of making
‘no-glue’ art works from objects placed
on a background. Often a story emerges
as a child’s picture changes and
meanings develop. These stages can
photographed as a record.
In many projects, art works were made
from natural materials including pebbles,
junk, tissue paper, textiles, ribbon, string,
buttons and beads.
Developing art vocabulary
Don’t be afraid of introducing
specialised art words and phrases.
If these are introduced in the context
of real experiences, they will be learned
in a meaningful way and enjoyed. Make
sure children get to use these regularly
in the course of their work.
13

Art for personal and social development,
wellbeing and cultural diversity

Dealing with sensitive themes
Exhibitions and art works can introduce challenging
themes. Rather than shying away from these issues,
use art works to talk about children’s fears. Give
thought to how this can be handled effectively and
sensitively.
One exhibition was of paintings of dark, empty
woodlands and fire. Time was given to exploring the
feelings that these paintings gave the children.
On one gallery visit, the teacher knew that the children
would be able to go into a dark tunnel. Before visiting
the children visited the darkroom at their school and
talked about their feelings about darkness.
During one project children visited a display of
stuffed animals that prompted discussion of the
difference between ‘alive’ and ‘dead’.
Promoting a sense of wellbeing
It’s important to acknowledge the sense of wellbeing
and sheer joy that children can gain from visiting
galleries, seeing art and revelling in their creativity.
Relish with children the ‘wow factor’ that being in a
gallery can engender and encourage children to
enjoy the space. Encourage children to enjoy the
sensory pleasures of art materials.
Responsibility and independence
Challenge children to take responsibility and solve
problems for themselves. When setting up activities
think how children might benefit from being actively
involved.
During one project, children were asked to roll out a
large sheet of paper in the playground on a windy
day. Normally an adult would have done this. The
challenge was rich in learning about collaboration
and problem-solving.

Working in teams
Think about how creative activities can
offer children opportunities to work in
groups and pairs, helping each other
and solving problems together.
Collaborative team work was often
demanded by the scale of creative
work. In one project children had to
work together to roll a giant tyre to
make prints.
Where material was hard to cut with
scissors, children were encouraged to
hold it taut for each other making it
easier to cut.

Art as a way in
Visual and sensory activities can offer
an effective way in for children who find
words a challenging form of
communication. Use art and creative
activities as means of ‘finding ways in’
with children who struggle. These
strategies and successes can be used
in the future and built on in discussion
with the child.
During one project, a boy who found
socialising and communicating a
challenge had a breakthrough moment
when simply whirling ribbons in the air
for pleasure with another child.
Valuing individual ideas
Celebrate unconventional or unusual
responses and value the way children
do things differently. This is important in
building children’s self-esteem.
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Critical thinking and reasoning
Because art works can sometimes be
complex and abstract, galleries are
excellent places for children to try out
their thinking and reasoning skills.

In Conwy, the art works the children saw
on their gallery visit made reference to
the stories of the Mabinogion, and thus
provided an important experience
of the ‘Cwricwlwm Cymreig’, the
Wales-specific elements of the
On many of the gallery visits, children
curriculum. The children were intrigued
were encouraged to work out for
by the Celtic symbols and imagery in the
themselves what they were looking at or
paintings and invented their own ideas
how art works might have been made.
about what stories these might be telling.
Cultural awareness
Celebrating outcomes
Art can offer wonderful opportunities for
Encourage children’s sense of
children to start to build awareness of
confidence and wellbeing by celebrating
cultural tradition and difference. Look for
outcomes. Take time to look at what
art works in which artists make reference
children have done and talk about what
to cultural histories and stories and allow
they’ve achieved.
children to make their own
interpretations of what they see.
Many schools displayed photographs
of the children’s creative processes.
Several schools held exhibitions
documenting activities, to which
parents were invited.

Art for language, literacy and communication

Talking about art works
Whether made by artists or by children themselves,
talking about art works can prompt imaginative and
confident language use, particularly where children are
involved in their own ideas. Use open-ended questions
to extend children’s descriptive language:
What does it feel like?			
What will you do next?
What kind of mark did your finger make?
Which bit do you like best?
What’s it made of?				
What can you see?
Where do you think those tracks go?
Developing reasoning skills
Talking about and making sense of art works can offer
effective opportunities to develop children’s reasoning
skills. Use questions to encourage children to work
things out.
It’s a dinosaur.			
What makes you think it’s a dinosaur?
It’s all wrinkly. 		
		
Have you seen a live dinosaur?
No, all the dinosaurs are dead.
How do you think they took this photograph?
It’s not a dinosaur, it could be crocodile; they’re
like dinosaurs.
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Talking when working
Encourage children to talk when
engaged in creative activity. Listening to
children’s commentary and dialogue can
be used to extend children’s creative
ideas and their use of spoken language.
Giving instructions
A good way of challenging children to
develop their speaking and listening
skills is to ask a group to teach a
process they’ve been shown to
another group of children.
During one project children were
shown how to set up and use a
professional printing press. The group
were then asked to teach the next
group how it worked.

Can you make some bumpy / jagged /
wiggly marks?
Can you draw very softly / press
very hard?
Those are lovely lines. How would
you describe them?
Links to writing
Art and writing are both forms of
graphic communication. Young children
are just beginning to make distinctions
between them. Free mark-making
should be encouraged so that the
similarities and differences between
drawing and writing can be explored.

During one project children were
using ribbons to make ‘drawings’,
when they spontaneously started
Developing vocabulary
identifying and making different letters.
Think about how art words can be
The teacher encouraged and extended
introduced, experienced and reinforced.
this exploration.
Art can allow children to experience the
meanings of words in a physical way.

Reviewing work
Children’s language development can be
enhanced by reviewing work and
photographs as a group or individually
with artists and teachers. These
discussions provide the opportunity to
hear children’s descriptive stories as well
as the chance to rehearse new
vocabulary, encouraging both speaking
and listening skills.
Additional language development
Art can offer a valuable means by which
children can come to see the world as
one of many different languages. Think
about how children’s first language can
be supported and developed.

In many projects the choice was made
to appoint Welsh-speaking artists. The
Welsh language was also used by many
of the gallery education officers and seen
in use on signs and labels around the
galleries.
Specific strategies were used to develop
children’s Welsh vocabulary, particularly
around art themes and concepts. New
Welsh words introduced in the
classroom were heard and used again in
the gallery context.
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Art for knowledge and understanding of the world

Learning about locality
Visits to galleries and exhibitions offer good
opportunities for children to get to know their locality.
Even the journey to the gallery is an opportunity for
learning. Talk about the experience and discuss with
children what they think a gallery is.
On one gallery visit, children first spent time outside
thinking about what the building might be and what they
might find inside. Because of its red doors, one child
thought perhaps they were visiting a fire station.
Thinking about the world
Exhibitions and art works are usually cross-curricular
by nature, providing good springboards for children to
explore themes about the world around them.
At one gallery, there were many paintings of the Welsh
landscape. The children particularly enjoyed finding
portraits of Welsh farmers. This was extended by finding
appropriate clothes to dress up in. They then drew
portraits of each other.
Exploring the world in visual and tactile ways
Art activities can help children to make a very direct
connection with understanding and appreciating the
natural environment.
During one project, children visiting the beach were able
to draw on the rocks with charcoal. They also used clay
to print and paint on the rocks.
Encountering new materials
Allow children time to explore art materials and their
properties. Talk with them about what they’re
discovering as they work.
One project focused on clay. Children first cut firm clay,
which they found quite difficult. They then explored what
happened when it was mixed with water. Later they
found out how it hardened and could be fired.

Exploring what things do
Unless it’s damaging or dangerous,
an important part of encouraging
children to explore and understand their
world is to allow them to discover how
materials behave, even when this is
perceived by adults as messy.
During one project, children enjoyed
discovering how paper that got wet
in the rain turned into papier-mâché.
Another group of children were able
to paint on a piece of paper until the
paper disintegrated. One child found
that dye from coloured balls could be
squeezed out onto clay, showing up
the patterns he’d made. When
washing their hands, one group
discovered that mixing water with
chalks made paint.
21

Using a range of tools
Think about how the range of tools you offer will
challenge children to develop their fine and gross
motor skills. Don’t be afraid of introducing physical
challenges.
A group of children were able to use a large printing
press and had to work hard to turn the handle. In
another project, children found they needed to work
together to roll heavy car tyres through paint.
Developing spatial awareness
Think about how physical activities can also develop
children’s spatial awareness and understanding.

Art for physical development

During one project, children rode tricycles through paint
and along a sheet of paper. Children were absolutely
silent as they did this, having to concentrate really hard
to keep the tricycles on the paper while also wanting to
look around and see the marks they had made.

‘This project has emphasised
the vital importance of the
Foundation Phase approach
being facilitated by motivated,
inspired, creative adults and
real, exciting resources and
starting points such as
galleries and art works.’
Reception teacher

Shape
Children will often recognise and name shapes in what
they make and see. Look for opportunities to extend
and endorse this interest.
During one project, an adult-led activity challenged
children to make different shapes from the materials
they were using.
Counting
Look for opportunities for children to use their
counting skills.
How many cats can you see?
Let’s count three cups of water to mix with the plaster.
Size, scale and measurement
Art can offer valuable opportunities to think about
size and scale.

Art for mathematical development

Which is the longest / fattest / thinnest line you’ve drawn?
How much paper will we need to wrap around the tree?
Sorting
Continuous provision of a range of resources
encourages children to sort, compare and contrast.
During one project, the children themselves chose to
sort toy animals according to their ideas of ‘nice’ and
‘nasty’ animals. They were asked by an adult how else
they might sort the animals – by colour, by pattern?
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Whether we are teachers, classroom assistants,
artists or gallery educators, we have a
fundamental role to play in supporting and
extending young children’s learning.

and their roles

Adults

We need to think carefully about how our role can
best support children’s learning. As well as providing
resources and inspiration, this should include:
• Being an active listener and observer, ready to
respond to children’s ideas and happy to follow
their directions
• Using dialogue to engage with children’s learning
processes and to encourage them to reason and
work things out
• Encouraging children to be confident in their own
ideas and opinions
• Modelling a creative, playful approach that shows
children they can do the same
• Being willing to find things out alongside the
children rather than always taking the role of ‘expert’
• Supporting children to be independent and make
their own choices
• Setting challenges that stretch children’s
expectations of themselves and encourage them
to solve problems
• Watching, documenting and recording children’s
ideas and achievements as the basis for
understanding their needs, interests and
accomplishments
• Reflecting with children on their achievements and
celebrating their successes

Artists in residence can bring new dimensions
to creative provision in schools. Here are some
ideas about working effectively with artists in the
Early Years context.
Childlike creativity
There are wonderful parallels between the creativity of
young children and the creativity of artists. Children
and artists often find mutual inspiration in their
curiosity in the world, their willingness to try things out
and make unusual connections. When adults model
creativity, this gives children powerful messages
about what is valued.

Artists

working in Early Years settings

One artist, on arriving at school, said to the children
‘I feel pink today. What colour do you feel?’
Unique skills
As well as creative approaches and ideas, artists will
have particular skills and expertise. Invite artists to
show their work, tools and creative processes to the
children. Think about starting a project by simply
asking an artist to sit quietly in a corner of the room
making their own work. Children will soon become
very curious and start asking questions.
Working effectively with artists
Look for artists who are happy to work in an
open-ended way, responding creatively and intuitively
to the children’s ideas. Don’t assume that artists will
be familiar with the Foundation Phase approach.
Always allow some time at the start of a project for the
artist to observe your approaches, pedagogy and
routines as well as getting to know the children.
Not all artists who worked on the action research
projects had prior experience of working with Early
Years groups. However, they were all willing to
learn. They found they relished the ways in which
they had to think intuitively and on their feet, finding
this a creative and inspiring way of working.
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Artist and practitioner – a creative
relationship
Artists and teachers should work closely
together, making time to be creative
together when reviewing and planning
activities. Schools can value artists for
their specialist skills and creativity.
Artists can look to practitioners for
their expert knowledge of teaching
and of the children in their class.
Acknowledge your different skills and
talk openly about how your roles can
come together in planning, delivery,
observation and documentation.
In many projects, teachers and artists
became close creative partners in
planning for learning. This was
acknowledged as an exciting and
inspiring relationship that would last
beyond the duration of the project.

Where to work
Always try and ensure that the artist can
work in the classroom, rather than in a
separate space. This way, creative
opportunities can be more seamlessly
integrated with other activities.
Furthermore, teachers and artists can
learn from each other’s approaches
and ideas.
Artists as observers and
documenters
Artists are usually good at observing,
capturing evidence and creating displays
and documentation. If you do ask an artist
to take this on, agree it at the beginning
and make sure that the time they spend
on it is covered adequately in their fee.
Artists as creative consultants
Where budgets are limited, think
about working with artists as creative
consultants. A morning with an artist can
be time well spent. Ask them for help
with establishing creative workspaces,
generating ideas and enlivening your
planning with suggestions of resources
and materials. Think too about asking
artists to contribute to staff meetings
or INSET days.

Making art and visiting galleries offer valuable
opportunities to support children to learn how to take
responsibility for their own wellbeing. Using tools and
materials that may be considered risky shouldn’t
necessarily be avoided as long as appropriate
measures are put in place to reduce risk.
Every local authority will provide their own advice and
protocols about safeguarding children. Make sure you
follow all relevant guidelines and laws regarding:
• CRB checks for adults working with children
• Health and safety when introducing new art
materials and equipment
• Health and safety on visits, including ensuring
adequate adult supervision
• Taking and using photographs of children
If you’re in any doubt, check protocol and carry out
a written risk assessment to be kept on file.

children

Safeguarding

Throughout projects, it is vital to give careful
consideration to children’s safety
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Finally, here are some thoughts about getting as
much benefit as possible from creative projects.

the impact of projects

Extending

Timing
Although some schools might avoid an ambitious art
project early in the school year, several action research
projects suggested otherwise.
In the final year of action research, projects took place at
the beginning of the children’s first term in school. The
schools noticed how quickly children became confident
in their own creativity and independence. They agreed
that focusing on creativity at the start of the year had set
the children up well as confident learners.
Involving parents
Think about inviting parents and carers into school to
work with children or staging a celebratory event or
exhibition. These events can help parents understand
how their children’s creativity can be supported and
developed.
One gallery exhibited photographs and children’s
work alongside the exhibition the children had visited.
Families were invited to a private view. The children were
proudly able to take their families around the gallery,
showing them the exhibition and explaining what they’d
been doing.
Shout about it!
When you work experimentally and reflect on what
you’ve learned, you’re doing action research. Be
confident about this. Talk to your local authority contacts
about what you’re doing. They may be able to provide
support or help with planning. They might also be
interested in documenting your work for training
and advocacy.
One school was alarmed to find that Estyn (the Welsh
equivalent of Ofsted) would be visiting during their art
project. However, inspectors were impressed by the
work they saw and provision for Creative Development
in the Foundation Phase received a very favourable
mention in the subsequent report.

Artists Working in Partnership with Schools (2004)
Ann Orfali, Arts Council England

and further reading

Resources

Children, Art, Artists: The Expressive Languages of
Children, The Artistic Language of Alberto Burri (2004)
Vea Vecchi and Claudia Giudici (Eds), Reggio Children,
Italy. English version ISBN 978-88-87960-38-9
http://www.sightlines-initiative.com
Listening to Young Children: the Mosaic Approach (2006)
Alison Clark and Peter Moss, NCB UK
ISBN 1900990628
Refocus Journal
Refocus is the UK network of early childhood educators,
artists and others influenced in their practice by the preschools of Reggio Emilia. Refocus Journal is produced
by the Sightlines Initiative www.sightlines-initiative.com
The Hundred Languages of Children (1996)
Exhibition Catalogue, Reggio Children
http://www.sightlines-initiative.com
Watch This Space:
Galleries and Schools in Partnership (2008)
Penny Jones and Eileen Daly (Eds), engage, London
ISBN 0-9536801-9-3
www.engage.org/publications
engage Cymru
www.engagecymru.org
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